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By Aminatta Forna

Grove Press, United Kingdom, 2004. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Praised as a shining example of what autobiography can be: harrowing, illuminating
and thoughtful (USA Today), Aminatta Forna s intensely personal history is a passionate and vivid
account of an idyllic childhood which became the stuff of nightmare. As a child she witnessed the
upheavals of post-colonial Africa, danger, flight, the bitterness or exile in Britain and the terrible
consequences of her dissident father s stand against tyranny. Mohamed Forna was a man of
unimpeachable integrity and enchanting charisma. As Sierra Leone faced its future as a fledgling
democracy, he was a new star in the political firmament, a man who had been one of the first black
students to come to Britain after the war. He stole the heart of Aminatta s mother to the dismay of
her Presbyterian parents and returned with her to Sierra Leone. But as Aminatta Forna shows with
compelling clarity, the old Africa was torn apart by new ways of western parliamentary democracy,
which gave birth only to dictatorships and corruption of hitherto undreamed-of magnitude. It was
not long before Mohamed Forna languished in jail as a prisoner of...
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Comprehensive guide for ebook lovers. It is writter in simple words and phrases and never confusing. You are going to like how the writer create this pdf.
-- Dr . Cullen Schm itt MD-- Dr . Cullen Schm itt MD

This book is fantastic. It normally fails to price excessive. Your daily life span will likely be enhance once you total reading this publication.
-- Hea th Pr osa cco-- Hea th Pr osa cco
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